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Abstract: This letter presents a frequency-tunable, dual-function, micro-

wave filter with both bandpass and bandstop functionalities. The filter uses a

single switch to change the functionality minimizing the insertion loss, and

it can replace a traditional filter bank structure that contains two filters and

two switches. Frequency-tunable substrate-integrated waveguide (SIW) res-

onators are adopted in this filter design. Measured results show that both

bandpass and bandstop responses can be tuned from 3.0GHz to 3.6GHz.

The measured minimum insertion loss at the center frequency is 1.1 dB for

the bandpass mode and the attenuation at the center frequency is greater than

40 dB over the entire frequency tuning range.
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1 Introduction

As next-generation communications systems are required to be adaptive to the

frequency spectrum environment, development of frequency-tunable and reconfig-

urable filters has been of great interest. Hence, such filters using various types of

resonators have been exploited and reported extensively. In [1], a combline filter

structure with continuously tunable center frequency and bandwidth is presented. In

[2], a Ka-band fully tunable waveguide cavity filter with a continuous tuning

performance is reported. In addition, frequency-tunable substrate-integrated wave-

guide bandpass and bandstop filter structures with adjustable responses are describ-

ed in [3, 4]. The aforementioned filters have capability of tuning their frequency

responses, but they are not capable of changing functionality. Hence, studies have

also been expanded to explore multifunction filter. In [5, 6], it is shown that

reconfigurable filters can have two functionalities by utilizing a number of

switches, but having multiple switches in filter structures is one of drawbacks

sacrificing insertion loss performance.

This paper presents a frequency-tunable dual-function filter with a single switch

and its design method. The presented filter can have either bandpass or bandstop

response depending on the state of the switch. Substrate-integrated waveguide

resonators are employed in this filter structure to achieve frequency tuning. The

measured results of the designed filter verify that it can replace conventional filter

banks in agile multi-functional systems that require advanced filter performance.

2 Filter structure and design

Fig. 1(a) shows the block diagram of a conventional filter bank having two filters.

Bandpass and bandstop filters are connected in parallel having two switches, one at

the input port and one at the output port. This filter bank can have either a bandpass

or a bandstop response depending on the switch configuration. In this work, we

design a single-switch, dual-function filter (Fig. 1(b)) capable of providing both

bandpass and bandstop responses.

This work uses the filter topology shown in Fig. 2(a) and the filter structure in

this work is shown in Fig. 2(b). The filter is composed of two substrates, Rogers

RO4350B and TMM3. The microstrip line in the upper substrate runs from the

input port to the output port, and a RF MEMS (microelectromechanical system)

switch from OMRON (2SMES-01) is situated in the middle of the microstrip line.

Two frequency-tunable post-loaded cylindrical cavity resonators are embedded in a

3.175mm-thick TMM3 substrate. Air gaps are formed between the posts and the

membrane due to the holes that are cut out in the pregreg layer. The capacitance

between the post and the membrane can be controlled by moving the membrane,

and this enables resonant frequency tuning. Taking this into account, the resonator

dimensions have been determined based on the frequency tuning range
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(3.0–3.6GHz). The coupling slots on the ground plane are for the external coupling

between the transmission line and each resonator. The inductive iris between the

two resonators is the inter-resonator coupling structure.

The filter exhibits a bandpass response when the switch is off and the

normalized ðN þ 2Þ � ðN þ 2Þ coupling matrix has the form of

Fig. 2. (a) Filter topology for the dual function filter with a single
switch. (b) Layer-by-layer view of the dual function filter using
frequency tunable substrate-integrated waveguide resonators.
(a ¼ 4:6mm, b ¼ 16mm, c ¼ 7mm)

Fig. 1. (a) Block diagram of a conventional filter bank with two filters.
(b) Block diagram of a dual function filter.
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Mp ¼

0 M01p 0 M03p

M01p M11p M12p 0

0 M12p M22p M23p

M03p 0 M23p 0

2
66664

3
77775

ð1Þ

where M01p is the normalized external coupling value between the input port and

the resonator 1, M23p is the one between the output port and the resonator 2, and

M12p is the normalized inter-resonator coupling value between the two resonators.

M11p and M22p are the self-coupling values for the resonators 1 and 2, respectively,

and they define the resonant frequency of each resonator. M03p is the normalized

coupling value between the input and output ports and is zero since the switch is in

the off-state for the bandpass mode. In this work, we design the filter to have a

second-order Butterworth response with 3.0% fractional bandwidth (�fp) at

3.3GHz. Filter synthesis for finding the normalized coupling values can be carried

out by using the well-known filter synthesis methods [7, 8], and the values for the

Butterworth response are given by M01p ¼ M23p ¼ 0:8409, M12p ¼ 0:7071, and

M11p ¼ M22p ¼ 0.

The filter exhibits a bandstop response when the switch is in the on-state and

the coupling matrix has the form of

Ms ¼

0 M01s 0 M03s

M01s M11s M12s 0

0 M12s M22s M23s

M03s 0 M23s 0

2
66664

3
77775

ð2Þ

In this case, M03s is unity since the switch is in the on-state for the bandstop mode.

In this work, we design the filter to have a second-order Butterworth bandstop

response with 3.3% fractional bandwidth (�fs) at 3.3GHz, and the values for the

Butterworth response are given by M01s ¼ M23s ¼ 1:189 and

M11s ¼ �M22s ¼ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
M2

01sM12s �M2
12s

q
ð3Þ

where M12s can be arbitrary as long as it is smaller than 1.414 [4]. Since M12s for

the bandstop mode can be chosen arbitrarily, the inter-resonator coupling structure

can be designed based on the design parameters for the bandpass mode and reused

for the bandstop mode.

The denormalized inter-resonator coupling value is then given by

k12p ¼ M12p�fp ¼ k12s ¼ M12s�fs ð4Þ
and the inductive iris must be designed to satisfy the coupling value given in (4).

The coupling value of the inductive iris can be conveniently controlled by the iris

width and extracted from the resonant frequencies of the coupled resonator

structure [7, 8]. Fig. 3 shows the top-view of the coupled resonator structure and

the relationship between the iris width and the inter-resonator coupling value. Since

the required inter-resonator coupling coefficient is 0.0212, the iris width has been

determined to be 9.0mm.

The denormalized external coupling values for the bandstop and bandpass

modes are given by
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k01s ¼ M01s

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�fs=2

p

k01p ¼ M01p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�fp

p
;

ð5Þ

respectively. The external coupling value for the bandstop mode is mainly deter-

mined by the size of the coupling slot, and that for the bandpass mode can be

controlled by both the coupling slot size and the distance between the coupling slot

and the open circuit (The switch is open for the bandpass mode). Hence, the size of

the coupling slot must be determined to satisfy k01s value and the length of an open-

circuited stub extending beyond the coupling slot must be determined in a way that

satisfies k01p value. Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the external coupling

value for the bandstop mode and the angle of the coupling slot. Since the required

value for the external coupling for the bandstop mode is 0.1527, the slot angle

has been chosen to be 128 degrees. Fig. 5 relates the external coupling value for

the bandpass mode to the length of the open-circuited stub (l in Fig. 5) under

the condition that the slot angle is 128 degrees. The required external value,

k01p ¼ 0:1456, mandates that the length is 18.25mm. Based on this analysis, we

have designed the microstrip line structure containing the switch. The switch is not

an ideal open circuit at off state and it has parasitic capacitance. This parasitic

Fig. 3. (a) Structure for extracting the inter-resonator coupling value.
(b) The relationship between the inter-resonator coupling value
and the iris width.

Fig. 4. (a) Structure for extracting the external coupling value for the
bandstop mode. (b) The relationship between the external
coupling value and the slot angle.
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capacitance must be de-embedded, and the microstrip line length from the coupling

slot to the switch is 10.83mm after absorbing the parasitic capacitance which is

smaller than 18.25mm. The detailed dimensions for the microstrip line structure is

given in Fig. 6.

3 Fabrication and measurement

The designed, single-switch, dual-function filter has been fabricated using milling,

copper plating, etching, and laminating processes. Fig. 6 shows the top- and

bottom-views of the fabricated filter. Fig. 7(a) shows the measured responses of

the fabricated filter for the bandpass mode, and it also compares the measured

response to the synthesized one at 3.3GHz. The filter can be tuned from 3.0 to

3.6GHz having the return loss better than 10 dB. The insertion loss at the center

frequency is smaller than 1.7 dB over the entire frequency range. Fig. 7(b) shows

the measured responses for the bandstop mode. The attenuation at the center

frequency is measured to be greater than 40 dB over the entire frequency range

and the insertion loss in the passband is less than 1.0 dB. The discrepancy between

the measured and synthesized return losses for the bandstop mode can be attributed

to the fact that the transmission line between the input and output ports has

frequency-dependent characteristic while it is set to be frequency-independent in

synthesis.

Fig. 5. (a) Structure for extracting the external coupling value for the
bandpass mode. (b) The relationship between the external
coupling value and the length of the open-ended microstrip line.

Fig. 6. Top- and bottom-views (inset) of the fabricated filter.
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4 Conclusion

This paper presents a frequency-tunable dual function filter composed of a single

MEMS switch and substrate-integrated waveguide resonators. A analytic design

procedure are described for designing the dual function filter using a single switch.

Both bandpass and bandstop responses can be obtained from the filter over the

frequency tuning range from 3.0GHz to 3.6GHz, indicating that the presented filter

can replace a filter bank having bandpass and bandstop filters connected in parallel.

This work represents a significant step towards realizing advanced multi-functional

filters that are going to be key components in spectrum-agile communications and

radar systems of the future.
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Fig. 7. Measured frequency response of the fabricated filter for the
(a) bandpass mode and (b) bandstop mode.
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